Let X = (Xt, P) be a measure-valued stochastic process. Linear functionals of X are the elements of the minimal closed subspace L of L2(P) which contains all X,(B) with f X,(B)2dP < oo . Various classes of ¿-valued additive functionals are investigated for measure-valued Markov processes introduced by Watanabe and Dawson. We represent such functionals in terms of stochastic integrals and we derive integral and differential equations for their Laplace transforms. For an important particular case-"weighted occupation times"-such equations have been established earlier by Iscoe.
1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. With every measurable space (E ,371) another measurable space (J? ,33^) is associated: J? is the space of finite measures on (E ,33), 33^ is the aalgebra in J? generated by the functions F(p) = p(B) with B Çl33 . Starting from a Markov transition function p in (E ,33), we construct a Markov transition function q in (J?,33jg) which we call the supertransition function over p. Let <* = (^, n) be a Markov process with the transition function p and X = (Xt, P) be a Markov process with the transition function q . We say that X is a superprocess over { if n{£( e B} = PXt(B) ( PY means ¡YdP). X can be obtained by a passage to the limit from a system of many particles of small mass moving independently of each other according to the law of £ and dying or duplicating, with probability \ , after each small fixed interval of time (see more precise description in Dynkin (1988) ). We construct the superprocesses directly without any passage to the limit.
We fix a time interval A (open, closed or semiopen, finite or infinite) and we assume that (E ,38) is a standard Borel space and that 1.1 .A. For every B &33 , p(r ,x;u,B) is 33A x^" x ^-measurable in s, x, u where 38^ is the Borel a-algebra in A.
The Markov semigroup associated with p acts in the space B+ of bounded positive ^"-measurable functions by the formula (1.1)
TrJ(x) = j p(r,x;u,dy)f(y).
We start with constructing another semigroup Vru in B+ which is connected with Tru by the equation
(1.2) VrJ=-jrs[(V^f)2]ds + Truf, r<uGA.
Equation (1.2) determines the operators V? uniquely. Similarly to T'u, they are contractions (in the uniform norm); however, in contrast to Tru , they are nonlinear. The supertransition function q is determined by the formula (1.3) jq(r,p;u,dv)exp{-(f,v)} = exp{-(V¿f,p)}, f G B+ ((f,v) means ¡fdu).
After necessary tools are prepared in §2, we realize this program in §3 using arguments in Watanabe (1968) which we adjust to nonstationary transition functions in Borel spaces (Watanabe considered only stationary Feller transition functions). A certain simplication is possible because we deal only with a special type of "continuous state branching processes" studied by Watanabe. on the interval A<u = {r : r < u, rGÁ} with the boundary condition vu = f.
Put
Trs((psuyfsu)ds.
In this notation, the equation (1.2) can be rewritten as follows (1.10) <p =tp; tp =2_^<p *<P for n > 1.
Zc=l
For every tp (not necessarily positive), series (1.9) is dominated by the numerical series (1.11) SCJAf-Vll"
where "LCndn = \ -\\/l -46 . Let \\tp\\ be the supremum of |^(x)| over all x G E, r < u G A, and let |A| mean the length of A. For every 0 < p < (4|A|)_1, there exist constants c > 0 and 0 < ß < 1 such that (1.12) \\<Pnt\\<cpß"
for all tp such that \\<p\\ < p. Thus series (1.9) converges absolutely and uniformly if 4\\q>\\ |A| < 1. [A similar series has been used by Dawson (1977) at Xx-Xn in both sides; cf. Dynkin (1988) , Theorem 1.1.] Therefore (1.13) holds for 4\X\ \\f\\ |A| < 1 even if / is not positive.
An explicit expression for an(f ,p) is given in Dynkin (1988) . Here we need only the formulae for n = 1 and 2. It follows from (1.9) that vru(X) = V¿(Xf) has the form (1.14)
v(X) = Xtp-X2tp*<p + 0(X3) asAjO (with tp defined by (1.8)). By (1.13) and (1.14),
(1 i.e., that {ps} is an entrance law for p(s,x;t,dy). Therefore there exists a Markov process Ç = (Ç,t, II) with the transition function p such that n{Çt G B} = pt(B) for all t G A, B g 33, or, in other words, such that X is the superprocess over £. If ¿; is a measurable process, then formula (1.17) can be rewritten in the form
1.5. If X is a superprocess, then (f ,Xt) belongs to L (P) for all f e B+. We denote by Lru(P) the minimal closed subspace of L (P) which contains (f,Xt) for all / g B+, t g [r,u] . A linear additive functional of X is a family of random variables Aru, r < u G A, with the following properties:
I.5.A. Aru belongs to L?U(P).
1.5.B. For every r<KizeA, A[ + Asu = Aru P-a.s. (We consider only square-integrable functionals. Of course, the definition of L?u can be modified with convergence in probability substituted for Lconvergence.)
Two functionals A and B are called equivalent if, for every r < u G A, Aru = B'u P-a.s. Classes of equivalent linear additive functionals form a linear space 77f with a family of Hilbert seminorms
We say that an additive functional A is fair and we write A G Let 3? stand for the set of all bounded 33A x ^-measurable functions h such that hs(Çs) is right continuous in s on A for every to, and let W be the cr-algebra in A x E generated by 31. [Note that, if h is ^-measurable, then hs(is) is optional relative to the filtration generated by £.] Put he3í? if h iŝ -measurable and it belongs to SF. We say that a function h : A x E -► R is a broken exit law if, for some t0 < tx < • • • < tn € A, h is an exit law on each of the intervals A<r , (t0,tx], ... ,(t"_x Jn], A>t . In §4 we prove that the set % of all bounded broken exit laws is everywhere dense in 3Í7 and we construct a linear mapping / from 7% onto Jzy such that:
I [s,u] ) and 9>s = &~{A>S). Let30s be the class of all probability measures on 97>s such that (Xt 7&~ [s, t] , P)teA is a Markov process with the transition function q. Let h be a 33A x 77Í8-measurable function. Put P G 3*s(h) if P G 3os and if condition (1.28) holds for all r <ug A>s. If h is bounded, then 3°s(h) = 3°s for all j .
For every ^-measurable function h , we define a canonical version of 1(h) such that, for all s G A, Pe 3°s(h), the restriction of fu(h) ot A>5 is a fair linear additive functional of (Xt ,7F\s,t],P).
We denote by S? the family of these Markov processes and we say that 1(h) is a fair additive functional of ¡2?.
Suppose that: I.7.A. For every r < u e A, f e B+ , P G 3°r, the function Ps Xs(f,Xu) is right continuous in s on [r, w) P-a.s.
Then the canonical version of Isu(h) is continuous in u on A>s P-a.s. for every 5 G A and every P G 3° . This result is proved in §7. Á" preliminary weaker result with continuity replaced by right continuity is proved in §4. [For instance, 1.7.A holds if X is a right process. See the definition in §8.5. Recently the author proved that, if £ is a right process, then X can be chosen to be right too.] Assume that ¿^ has the following property: I.7.B. (7-algebra 33Ax33 is generated by 31.
[This is true, for instance, for every right continuous process in a topological state space E.] In this situation W = &A x 38 , 3Í7 = Si? and (1.31) can be interpreted as a stochastic integral with respect to a martingale measure. Indeed Zt(B) = I(lA lB) is a stochastic measure for fixed t (i.e., Zt(\JBn) = ~LZt(Bn) in L (P) for disjoint Bx, ... ,Bn, ... ) and it is a martingale (relative to 7^, P) for a fixed B. [Stochastic integrals with respect to more general martingale measures have been introduced in Walsh (1986) .] 1.8. The processes Ç and X can be chosen to satisfy 1.7.A, B if p(r,x;u,B) = ps_r (x,ß) is a stationary transition function in a separable locally compact metric space and if the corresponding semigroup 7( preserves the space C0 of continuous functions tending to 0 at infinity and is strongly continuous in CQ . This follows from more general criterion for nonstationary transition functions p proved in §8. For every w, < u2 G A>r and P G 3ar,
(1.33) Mr(ux,u2] = Auu>2 P-a.s.
and therefore, for arbitrary r, < r2 G A and P e3°r , the restriction of Af to A^r coincides with M, P-a.s.
>n r2
We define the characteristic of A by the formula
where S is the unit measure concentrated at x. Obviously, the characteristics of equivalent functionals coincide. We consider only functionals with finite characteristics. In §5 we show that: 1.9.A. The characteristic determines A up to equivalence. I.9.B. It is an exit rule which means:
(1.35) h>0; Truh"<hr forallr<«GA; TrJtu \ hr as u 1 r.
1.9.G It is a pure exit rule, i.e., if g is an exit law and if 0 < g < h, then g = 0.
We also prove that, if 1.7.A,B are satisfied, then every bounded exit rule h is the characteristic of a positive linear additive functional which can be represented by the formula (1.36)
A'u = [hSdZs + (hr,Xr) -(hu,Xu).
It has been proved in Dynkin (1972) that the formula tí(x) = j K(s,x;n)y(dr¡) establishes a 1-1 correspondence between all exit rules h subject to the condition sup(hs ,ps) < oo, jeA and all finite measures y on a certain measurable space (T ,3BT) (the exit space for £ ). Obviously, h belongs to Si? if and only if, for all r < m G A,
where K%'^= \ K(s ,x;nx)K(s ,x;n2)pru(ds ,dx).
JAxE
If p(r,x;u,dy) = p(r,x;u,y)X(dy) for some measure X, then the density functionp (r,x;u,y) can be chosen to satisfy the equation p(r,x;t,y)X(dy)p(t,y;u,z)=p (s,x;u,z) for all r < t < u G A, x ,z G E [see Dynkin and Kuznetsov (1974) ]. We put p(r,x;u,y) = 0 for r > u and we note that hr(x)= I p(r,x;t,y)a(dt,dy) JAxE is an exit rule for every measure a . A condition similar to (1.37) can be written in terms of a for h to belong to Si?. The "weighted occupation time"
(1.38) A[ = j\ps,Xs)ds corresponds to the exit rule hs(x)= / ty du.
Ja>s
The so-called "local occupation timer at a point z investigated in Iscoe (1986a) [cf Dynkin (1988) ] corresponds to the exit rule Moreover (1.39) holds on the interval (r0,u) where (1.42) r0 = inf < t : sup sup log Pr s exp I tí dZs < oo > .
[ re [t,u] x Jr )
We also prove that the uniform norm \\vr\\ is bounded on every interval [t, u) c (rQ, u) but it is unbounded on (r0, u). For the positive linear functional A given by (1.36), it can be proved, in a similar way, that 1.11. In §7, by using formulae (1.39) and (1.41), we establish that, if h is a bounded 38A^E-measurable function, then for all sufficiently small a, Martingale properties of superprocesses have been studied by Roelly-Coppoletta (1986). In particular, she established (1.44) and (1.46) for a special class of martingales.
1.12. Suppose that hn is a sequence of real-valued functions. We say that hn converges to h boundedly if hn are uniformly bounded and converge to h pointwise. We use many times the following Multiplicative Systems Theorem (Meyer (1966) , Chapter 1, Theorem 20). Suppose that a linear space H of bounded functions contains 1 and is closed under bounded convergence. If H contains a family Q which is closed under multiplication, then H contains all bounded functions which are measurable relative to the a-algebra generated by Q.
We also use the following version of this theorem:
Modified Multiplicative Systems Theorem. Let Q be an algebra of bounded realvalued functions such that 1 G Q. Let H be closed under bounded convergence. If H D Q, then H contains all bounded functions which are measurable relative to the a-algebra generated by Q.
To prove this statement, it is sufficient to apply the Multiplicative Systems Theorem to the maximal element M of the class of all linear spaces L such that Q c L c H. (The existence of such a maximal element follows from Zorn's lemma.) 1.13. Acknowledgments. The author is deeply indebted to Patrick Fitzsimmons and Ronald Getoor who have read carefully the manuscript and suggested a number of corrections and improvements to it. In particular, they suggested a substantial simplification of the proof of Theorem 3.1. A number of corrections have been made also by Yuan-chung Sheu.
2. Space of finite measures 2.1. Let (J? ,38^) be the space of all finite measures on (E ,33). We say that p is a subprobability measure and we put p G J?x if p(E) < 1. We denote by STJÎ, the set of all subprobability measures on (J? ,33^). To every f e B+ there corresponds a positive bounded J?^ -measurable function (2.1)
Ff(p) = e~{f'ti), peJ?. 
which proves that 2.1.C holds with P equal to the restriction of P to J?.
2.2. We call The set of finite measures a on 3 such that / g(f)a(dg) e 7? is closed in the weak topology. It contains all finite measures whose support is a finite subset of 7?. Hence it contains all finite measures concentrated on 77? (see, e.g., Watanabe (1968) 2.4. We say that V is the U-limit of Vn if, for every c, e > 0, there exists an TV such that \\VJ-Vf\\ < e for all n > N and all f e B+ such that ||/|| < c.
We need the following properties of sé :
2.4.A. If s -> Vs is a map from a measurable space (S ,38s) to sé such that Vj(x) is 33 x ^-measurable and bounded for every f e B+ and if y is a finite measure on 38s , then V= Í Vsy(ds) e sé . J q2(u,dp)e =e ",
J qx(p,dv)q2(v,dp)e "' = e 2.4.D. If V is the [/-limit of Vn e sé , then V e sé .
To prove 2.4.A, we consider the image a of y under the mapping (2.6) and we note that, by (2.4), for every peJ?, Hence x¥k defined by (2.8)-(2.9) belongs to sé for each k .
3. Construction of superprocesses 3.1. Suppose that a mapping Vru from B+ to B+ is given for every r<ueA. Put V'u = 0 for r > u. We say that K = {V¿} is an sé-semigroup if: 3.I.A. Fur = K/Kj for every r</<ueA. 3.I.B. For every f e B+ , ueA, Vruf(x) is 33A x ^"-measurable in r,x .
U.C. Fk'6^ for all r<«eA. It follows from 2.4.C that to every sé -semigroup V there corresponds a Markov transition function q in (J? ,33^) which is connected with F by (1.3). By 2.4.D, the {7-limit of sé -semigroups is also an sé -semigroup.
3.2. Theorem 3.1. Let p be a Markov transition function subject to condition 1.1 .A and let Tru, r < u e A, be the corresponding Markov semigroup. Then there exists a unique sé -semigroup V which satisfies the equation (1.2). // is the U-limit of sé-semigroups W(k) determined by the equation 3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (Gronwall's inequality). Suppose that a bounded positive function satisfies the condition (3.2) a(r) <a +ß j a(s)ds forre [t,u] where a and ß are positive constants. Then 
Proof. If a(r) < b on [t, u], then we establish by induction that
"^cxp^u-ry bßn(u-r)n .
aW-¿^-¡-\-+ "ifor «=1,2,....
(=0
Passing to the limit as n -► oo, we get (3.10).
Lemma 3.2. Fix a k > 0 and put Uru(l) = Sru = e-2«u~r)ru, Uru(n+l) = JsrsVkUsu(n)ds + Sru for n = 1,2, ... .
The U-limit W of U(n) exists. It is an sé-semigroup and it satisfies (3.1). Proof. The operator Sru belongs to sé [the corresponding q(p,dv) is the unit mass at the point pu() = /p(dx)p(r,x;u,-)e~2k(u~r)]. By 2.4.A-C and (2.5), Uru(n) ese for all n . We prove by induction that (3.5) \\Urn(n + l)f-Urn(n)f\\ < (2k)"(u -r)"(n\)-x\\f\\.
Therefore the [/-limit W of U(n) exists and satisfies the equation We get (3.1) by applying (3.8) to <pru = W[f, tíu = ¥*»?/ (for which (3.7) is equivalent to (3.6)).
To prove that Wru = W¡Wsu for r < s < u e A, we note that hr = W[f and hr = W'lht satisfy the relation ||«r-Âr||<2Â:^'||«i-«J^, and hr = hr by Lemma 3.1.
3.5. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Note that (3.9) <bk(t) = t2 + Wk(t) where (3.10) Wk(t)\ < t3/k and therefore (3.11) |4»'(i2) -**(f,)| < \t\ -t]\ + \Wl(t2)\ + \Wk(tx)\ < 2c\t2 -tx\ + c3/k for all k < 1, 0<tx,t2<c.
Set fe B+c if fe B+ and ||/|| < c. It follows from (3.1) and (3.11) that, for all / > k, t<ueA, f e B+, a(r) = \\Wru(l)f-Wru(k)f\\ satisfies (3.2) with a = c3/k , ß = 2c and, by Lemma 3.1,
This implies that the [/-limit V¿(f) of W^(k) exists and linr/-<W/ll<cVc("-r)A for all k = 1,2,... , r <ueA, f e B* . Clearly V'u is a semigroup. By 2.4.D it is an sé -semigroup. Passing to the limit in (3.1), we get (1.2). It follows from (1.2) that, for every fe B+ , 0 < VrJ < TrJ and therefore ||KB7|| < \\f\\.
3.6. To prove that the series (1.9) is dominated by the numerical series (1.11), we note that, by (1.6), (3.12) ||p*í//||<|A||M|||í//||. Therefore (3.13) H/l^lArVlf where (3.14) Bx = l, Bn = BxBn_x+B2Bn_2+.+Bn_xBx.
Let f(e)=x2-\sfï~77?4ë = Cxe + --+ Cnen + ■■■ , \S\<\. Since f=9 + f2 and f(0) = 0, the equations (3.14) hold for Cn andC" = Bn . We note that limsup|Cj''" = 4 and, by (3.13) limsup||9»"*|| < 4|A|||p|| which implies (1.12).
Stochastic integrals
4.1. Here we prove results on stochastic integrals stated in § §1.6 and 1.7. In §4
we set TsJ = f for all /. Obviously hr e ? and \\hr\\ < \\h\\. Proof. The set H of all functions h for which this statement is true is closed in Si?. Therefore it is closed under the bounded convergence which implies the convergence in Si?. Since H contains 1 and the multiplicative family 3Î , it contains all bounded ^-measurable functions by the Multiplicative Systems Theorem.
Remark. For an arbitrary h e 37, the formula 4.3. To define a canonical version of 1(h) with properties described in §1.7, we use the concept of the medial limit due to Mokobodski. It is possible (see Dellacherie and Meyer (1983) .7) with (4.6) replaced by the formula {lim med f if the limit is defined, rlU-i 0 otherwise.
For every P e 3BS and every r < u e A>s, the limits (4.7) and (4. is right continuous on (a, u) and tends to a limit as r J, a, for P-almost all co. If h is a bounded ^-measurable function and if hk are the elements of W in Lemma 4.2, then
for all u e A>,, and the right continuity of Isu(h) in u follows, in a routine way, from Kolmogorov's inequality for martingales. The same arguments are applicable to an arbitrary f -measurable h .
4.5. Looking through the construction of the stochastic integral, we establish the following result [cf. Walsh (1986) and Dynkin (1987) ]. Suppose that the inte- Proof. By Theorem 7.2 (which will be proved without any reference to §5), there exists a canonical version of 1(h) such that Iru(h) is continuous in u in A>r P-a.s. for every r e A, P e3ör.
1° . We claim that is a fair linear additive functional of (Xt ,^\s,t],P). We have proved in §4.2 that there exists an / G Si?(P) such that B = 1(f) P-a.s., and therefore Aru = íu(f) + (tí,Xr)-(tí,Xu).
As we know,
is another positive linear additive functional. We note that Aru-Cru = fu(h-f), u e A>r, is a continuous square-integrable martingale with bounded variation. Choose k > 1 such that kp < (4|A|)_1. We have (6.3) supPf {exp^(H)}* = supexp (wu,p) n n where w(n) corresponds to kh(n)p by formula (1.40). By (1.12), ||w)(zi)|| < ckp/(l -ßkp) with ßkp < 1. Therefore (see, e.g., Meyer (1968) and (1.39) follows from (1.13).
To prove that H contains all broken exit laws, it is sufficient to check that (1.39) with it; defined by (1.41) holds for every r < u e A if, for some te A, it holds for all r <ue A<t and for all r <ue A>t. Proof. 1°. Suppose that (1.39) holds on [t,u) and let ||u'|| = ß < oo. By Theorem 6.1, f' ~s P, " exp / n dZK = expCtí -v ,p) for r e[t -e,t) i,n, jr where h is given by (6.6) and e < (4||À||)_1 < [4\\h\\ + (u -t)ß]~x . By the argument in the proof of Theorem 6.1 (step 3°) (1.39) holds on [t -e,u). 2° . Suppose that ß(t) < oo. Choose an e as in Io and consider a partition t -t0 < tx < ■ ■ ■ < tn = u such that ti -t¡_x < e for i = 1, ... ,n. By induction, using 1° and Theorem 6.1, we establish that (1.39) holds on [t,u) , and therefore it holds on (rx, u). Since we conclude that rQ < r, .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3° . Suppose r0 < r,. Then, by (6.10), ß = ß(rx) < oo. For every t > rx, (1.39) holds on [t,u) . If e < (4||A|| + (u-r)ß)~x, then by 1°, formula (1.39) holds on [t-e/2,u). By taking t = rx+s/2, we conclude that (1.39) is satisfied on [rx -e,u) .
The contradiction with the definition of r, shows that rQ = rx . Then for all sufficiently small a, (7. 2) PrpexpNru(a) = l.
Proof. Put tpst=ahsls<t. Since Hence v = cp and w = tp * tp . Formula (7.2) follows from (7. 3).
7.2. Remark 1. Formula (7.2) implies that (exp{Nru(a)}, ^u,Pr tl)ueh>r is a martingale. We call it the exponential martingale. This is equivalent to the condition: r -► cpr is a strongly right-continuous mapping from A to C0(E).
8.2. Let 33 be the Borel er-algebra in E and let V¿ , r < u e A, be a semigroup in the space B+ of bounded positive ^"-measurable functions. We say that V is a Feller semigroup if, for every positive f e C0(E) and every u e A, the function tpr = Vruf belongs to C0(A x E). (We put Vru =0 for r>u.)
A transition function p is j called Feller if the corresponding semigroup (1.1) is Feller.
Suppose that p is a Feller transition function and let f = tpru, gr = y/ru belong to C0(A x E). Then tí = (cp * \p)'u also belongs to C0(A x E), and it follows from Lemma 3.3 that the semigroup Vru is Feller.
8.3. Let W be the family of functions corresponding by (2.1) to f e C0(E). These functions are continuous in the topology of J? induced by C0(E). By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, every function F e C0(JÍ7) can be approximated uniformly by linear combinations of elements of W, and we arrive at the following Proof. Using Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 in Dynkin (1960) , we show that p is the transition function of a Markov process whose paths are right continuous with left limits. Let p be a metric which determines the topology in E and let K(x) = {y-P(x>y) -e) • ^e nee(^ to check that, for every t e A and every compact set V, (8.4) supp(r,x;u, V(X)) -► 0 as r < u tend to t xer and (8.5) p(r,x;u,T) -► 0 as x -* d , r < u tend to t. Put ,. Í 1-/>(-*, v)/e if p(x,y)<e, x 1 0 otherwise.
Note that \fx -f\\ < p(x,y)/e. For every ô > 0, there exists a finite set A = {xx, ... ,xk} c T such that p(x, A) < ô for all x e T. We have p(r,x;u,V£(x)) < 1 -TrJx(x) = fx(x) -TrJx(x) <nfx-fx,\\ + \\TrufXi-fXi\\
<2S + max\\TrJXi-fx\\
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